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A closed connected Riemannian manifold V” can be isometrically imbedded in 
the space L” = L”( V) of bounded functions on V with the sup-norm 11 1, by sending 
x E V to dx E L”, where d,(y) = dist(x, y) (cf. Kurato.tiski [ 12, p. 5431). Gromov’s 
filling radius [4] is defined for erknt&le V by 
Fill Rad V = inf( e > 0 1 ic- ([ V]) = 0}, 
where iE : H,( V, k) + H,,( UL. V, Z) is the homomorphism in&xed by inclusion if If 
in its &-neighborhood U,Vc L”, and [V] is the fundamental homology class of V 
Replacing Z by Q, one defines the filling radius with rational coefficients 
Fill Rad( V, Cl). 
This imbedding in the Banach space 1,” is strongly isometric, in the sense that 
the intrinsic and the ambient distances coincide: dist(x, y ) = 11 dx - dJ, il. Note that no 
imbedding of even a circle in Hilbert space can be strongly isometric. Furthermore, 
the L” imbedding possesses a natural universal property a ong all strongly isometric 
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imbeddings of V (see 14, Se&on 1.11). Gromov introduced the filling radius to 
obtain a universal upper bound C, for the length of a shortest noncontractible loop 
in an essential manifold V” of unit volume (the isosystolic inequality). The filling 
radius captures properties of a Riemannian manifold that are sometimes inaccessible 
to more traditional invariants. It is related to width and k-diameter (cf. [S, 61). 
The study of techniques for finding the exact value of the filling radius was 
initiated in [7], with the introduction of the unit speed cone (for upper bounds) 
and the utilization of Jung’s theorem and Toponogov’s theorem (for lower bounds). 
Here we describe a new technique aimed toward computing the value of the filling 
radius for the basic examples of spaces, the two-point homogeneous spaces. The 
methods described here can be also used to compute the filling radius of certain 
other spaces, e.g. Berger spheres with sufficiently short fibers, (see [ 1, p. 701) and 
some lens spaces. 
Let C P” be the complex projective space with curvature f < K c 1. 
Theorem 0.1. Fill Rad(c P”, Q) = d arc cos(-f). 
This is proved by a straightforward homological calculation using the Serre 
spectral sequence and the Schubert calculus in Sections 3 and 4. Note that for the 
purpose of proving the isosystolic inequality for orientable manifolds, + may be 
replaced by any field of coefficients, with no change in the argument; the relevant 
issue is to use homology rather than homotopy (cf. [2, Appendix II] for a discussion 
of the situation for homotopy invariants). On the other hand, it is striking that the 
choice of the coefficients affects the value of Fill Rad CP3 (see below). This value 
turns out to be related to a little understood aspect of the global geometry of C P”, 
namely the extrema of the diameter functlqnal on the power set of CP”, 
It was shotvn in [?] that for all n, 
Fill Rad(C P" ) 3 Fill Rad(Q: P’) = i arc cos( -$). (*) 
We now show the following. 
Theorem 0.2. Fill Rad(C P’) = i arc cos( -:). 
The exact value of the filling radius for CP”, n 2 3 is still not known. However, 
the estimate (*) can be improved. 
Definition. Denote by cyk the side of the equilateral spherical triangle with angle 
27&/(2k+ l), so that tan2(cuk/2)+2 cos(2nk/(2k+ 1)) = 1. Then ar, = arc cos(-f), 
cy2 = arc cos(- l/6), and wk -, 2~/3 as k + QQ Let A2 be the second critical value of 
the diameter functional for @P 3, so that in’] < h2 s a2 (see Section 1). 
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Proposition 0.3. iA* s Fill Rad @P3 < ;cy3. 
‘I’o put these results in context, recall [7]that for every Riemannian manifold V, 
one has 
Fill Rad Vs i diam K (**) 
Equality holds for the standard RP”. The inequality in (**) is strict for CP” by 17, 
Proposition 31. However, it is unknown whether Fill Rad CP” can be bounded away 
from 5 diam CP” = 7r/3 by a bound independent of n. While Fill Rad IWP” is constant 
in n and Fill Rad S” is strictly decreasing in n [7, Theorem 21, the filling radius of 
CP” is neither constant nor strictly monotone as a function of n, as Fill Rad CP’ = 
Fill Rad @P* < Fill Rad C P3 by Theorem 0.2 and Proposition 0.3. 
Method of proof. A set of four points on C P’ is equilateral if and only if it is the 
set of vertices of a regular inscribed tetrahedron. Let A = A(n) be the space of all 
equilateral Muples in all projective lines C P’ c 6 P”. Let X = X(n) denote the 
“partial join” of A and C P”, where u E A and p c C P” are joined by an interval if 
and only if p belongs to the projective line containing the 4-tuple a (cf. Section 3). 
Note that the space X is not a manifold, due to conical singularity along C P” c X. 
We show in Section 1 that the inclusion C P” + @CP”, where r = ial, can be 
extended to a map X + o$ P”, using the “unit speed deformation” of [7]. To prove 
Theorems 0.1 and 0.2, we show in Sections 3-6 that the appropriate fundamental 
class is zero in X. On the other hand, we show that i([CP’]) f 0 where 
i : H,(C P3, E) + H6( X, Z). 
By [IO, Theorem 8.11, the space U,CP” has the same homology groups as X, 
whenever $.Y, < E G ih,. This implies the lower bound of Proposition 0.3. Note that 
in view of [lo] the partial join X is built into the nature of the problem, while a 
refinement of the cone technique of [7] can only yield an upper bound of fa, for 
Fill Rad C P” (cf. Proposition Al of Appendix A). 
Corollary 0.4. The space @P*. but mi CP ‘, cm-~ ih. wtracted to a point in its closed 
f cr ,-neighborhood in L”. 
The impossibility of retraction of @P3 follows from Proposition 0.3. It can be 
shown that ri(X(2)) = 0 for i = 1,2,3. Theorem 02 together with the equality 
Cont,z_z Rad V = Fill Rad V for simply connected V” (see [4, Appendix II, (B)]) 
implies the existence of the retraction for CP’. 
In Section 1 we recall the unit speed deformation from [7] and outline the ideas 
of Morse theory that go into the calculation of the homotopy type of V,@P”. In 
Section 2 we analyze the space of equilateral 4-tuples in CP”. In Section 3 we prove 
Theorem 0.1 modulo Proposition 4.2, stated and proved in Section 4. Theorem 0.2 
and Proposition 0.3 are proved in Sections 5 and 6. Appendix A contains a result 
needed for the upper bound of Proposition 0.3. 
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This paper was written during my visit in 1989 to the Mathematical Institute in 
Oxford, England. I am grateful to the Institute’s staff for their hospitality. I thank 
Simon Salamon for a helpful discussion of Lemma 2.4, and James Davis for a more 
transparent proof of Lemma 3.1. 
1. The unit speed deformation 
All of our upper bounds for the filling radius rely on the following construction. 
Given functions f, g E L”( V), we deform f to g as follows: the value f(x) goes to 
g(x) with unit speed, and stops upon reaching it. We introduce the suggestive 
notation for unit speed deformation: 
wx g, N-4 = ( m~xi&WW - 0, WW 2 g(x), x)+t), iff(x)<g(x). 
Let Y c V be a subset with diam Y s 2r, for some r> 0. Let f(x) = dist(x, Y) + r. 
Lemma 1.1. (a) f E C&b? 
@S e dist(x, Y) < 2r. Then US(~J, t) E UJ for ull t 2 0, and US(d,,f, 
3) =f: 
This was proved in [7]. 
Now let V=CP”, let 2r=ar,- arc cos( -f), and let Y c CP’ be an equilateral 
4-tuple, so that diam Y = al. By Lemma 1.1, the inclusion CP’ + DJZP’ extends to 
a mapping of the “US cone” over CP’ with vertex f, consisting of the US(d,,f, t) 
as x ranges over C P’. 
We then use the canonical distance decreasing map L”(C P’) + L”(CP”) (see 
[4, I. I]) to imbed X in &CP”. 
Diameter functional and neighborhoods of the Kuratowski imbedding. Let V be a 
closed Riemannian manifold, and let D( V, c) be the set of subsets Y c V with 
6( Y) < c, where 6 is the diameter functional, i.e., 6( Y) = SUP~,~~ y ;?i&, v). 
Definition. Y is called an extremum of 6 if any perturbation of Y decreases 6( Y) 
at most quadratically in the size of the perturbation (cf. [9, p. 1191 and also 
13, P- 1821). 
It was shown in [8] that cyI is the smallest nonzero critical value of 8 for V = CP”. 
The corresponding extremum of 6 is an equilateral 4-tuple in CP’. it follows by a 
Morse theoretic argument that the space D(@P”, c) has the homotopy type of CP”, 
when O<CGX,. 
By [ 10, Lemma 7.51, the second critical value of 6 on the power set of CP’ is 
cyZ. The corresponding extremum is the se! of six vertices of a pyramid on a pentagon 
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inscribed in CP’, such that all pairwise distances are equal to a2 except those 
between adjacent vertices of the pentagon. This pyramid remains a local minimum 
of 6 when CP’ is included in CP2 (cf. 111 ]jj but it may mt be the second extremum 
of 6 on the power set of UP”. The precise value of h2 is unknown, but cyI < A,< cy2. 
Question. What is the second extremum of the diameter functional on the power 
set of CP”? 
Remark. It can be shown that A2 is the same for all C P”, n 2 2. 
When at1 < cs At, the space D(c P”, c) acquires an additional component of 
homotopy type A(n), and no other components. 
The spaces D(UZ P”, 2r) and U,C P” c L” are intimately related (cf. Appendix A). 
In fact, U,CP” also has the homotopy type of CP” when 0~ r6 $Y?. Meanwhile, 
when fcvl c r s ih2, U,X P” is a kind of interpolation (namely, X( n )) between the 
two components of D&P”, 2r) (see [lo]). 
2. The space of equilateral four-tuples 
To understand the tibration of A(n), we first study the fiber. 
Definition 2.1. Let F be the space of equilateral 4-tuples in CP’. 
Lemma 2.2. F = SO( 3)/A,, where A4 is the alternating roup on four letters. 
Proof. Let S&P*) denote the unit tangent bundle of C P’. A vector v E S&P’) 
determines an equilateral 4-tuple { pO, pl, p2, p3} as follows. Choose p3 E @P’ to be 
the basepoint of v, and set pi = exp,,,( crl&‘v) E C P’, i = 0, 1,2, where 5 is a primitive 
cube root of 1. 
Note that vectors v, w E S(C P’) define the same 4-tuple (pi}i= I,...,4 if and only if 
v = uPdJm, and w = uPAPe, for some 16 it j, k, e G 4, where M%,, E S,(@ P’) is the unit vector 
at x tangent o the minima! arc of great circ!2 joia:nc x with y. Finaf!y, SO(3) is 
identified with S(G P’). Cl 
Lemma 2.3. The fundamental group ?r, ( F) is a nontrivial Z,-extension of A4, with 
Abelianization B3. 
Proof. Any nontrivial element of the Klein 4-group in A4 lifts to an element of 
order 4 in 7rI( F). In fact, w,(F) = &, the binary tetrahedral group. q 
The unit tangent bundk S,G . . 
ian 
f 3” 1 is a principal S0(3)-bundle on the 
Gr2(C “+‘). 
roof. Given v E S,(@P”), consider the complex line (v, Jv) c T,@P”. Let CP1( v) = 
exp,((u, Jv)). We identify v with the tangent vector 8/dx at the 
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unit sphere x2+ y2 + z2 = 1 in R3, and Jv with a&. This fixes the position of @P’( v), 
and the action of SO(3) can be transferred from R3. 
More precisely, consider the map f: CP’( v) + R3 given by 
f(X) =e“PNP( (hdd, v)b+(log(x), Jv$) . 
Here log is the inverse of the exponential map exp,,, at m E CP”, and expNP is the 
spherical exponential map at the North pole of the unit sphere. Let a E SO(3) : R3 + 
R3. We define the action of a on S(CP”) by setting 
a 
a’v=f*b* ax ( > 
where jiower 4: denotes the induced tangent mapping. 
The base of the fibration is the space of all projective lines in CP”, in other words 
Gr#?). The fibration S( P” j + Gr,(C “+I) is the composition of two maps: the 
projectivization S(c P” j + P( TQ= P” j and the forgetful map between flag manifolds 
F 1,2@+1+ F2,n+l= Gr&IY*‘). Here P( TQ=P”) is identified with Fl,i,n+l. Cl 
iRmrna 2.!5. 7&e space A of equilateral 4-tuples in projective lines in Q: P”, n 2 2 can 
bewrittenasA=S(CP”j/A,. VVehavetr,(Aj= Al, with Abelianizatioa Z3. iWwe~wr, 
there is a $htion F + A ooer Grz( C “+‘) with ?r,( F) = E6. 
prcbof, The fibration is just the quotient by A4 of the fibration of Lemma 2.4. The 
lemma follows from Lemma 2.3 together with the simple connectivity of S&P”), 
for n 22. 0 
3. The rational filling radius 
The calculation of Fill Rad(C P”, Q) is reduced to studying a fibration over C P”. 
Let C = Q= P”. Let X be the subset of the join of C and A which consiste + int6~~& 
joining c E C and a E A such that c E m(a), where 7r : A + Gr,(C”“) is the fibration 
of Lemma 2.5, which associates to each 4-tuple a E A, the 2-plane representing the 
complex projective line containing a. Consider the decomposition of X into the union 
X = (X\A)u (X\C). 
We have (X\A) - C3 (X\C) - A, and the intersection (X\A) n (X\C) - B. Here 
B is a CP’-bundle over A defined by 
R={(c,a)ECxA(cElr(a)}. 
The Mayer-Vietoris sequence then gives an exact sequence: 
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To prove Theorem 0.1, it suffices to show that H,,(A, Q) =0 (Lemma 3.1) and 
Hzn( B, Q) + Hz”( C, Q) is onto (Proposition 4.2). 
We introduce the following notation. Let p1 : B + C and p2 : B + A be the coordinate 
projections. Let B = {(x, I) E C x Gr,(C n+l) 1 x E I), where we view I E Gr2(C n+‘) 
as a projective line 2 c CP” = C. Let jY,:b(cP" and p2:B+Gr2(C”+‘) be the 
coordinate projections. We have a commutative diagram: 
Lemma 3.1. H,,(A, Z) = 0. 
Proof. Let A = S(C P") be the 12-fold cover of A. Consider the Gysin sequence of 
the fibration S2n-’ + A over Q= P": 
H2”-‘(Q=p”) + H2”-yjg + H”(Q=P”) “‘, 2n(cP"). 
Since the Euler number of d= P" is n + 1, the sequence becomes 
()a H’“-‘(A) + 
and therefore Hzn(A, Z) = H'"-l(,& Z) = 0 by Poincare duality. 
The covering map A + A induces a homomorphistii 
s: H2,(a,QbH2nb4, 
Let t : H2,,(A, Q)+ H&, Q) be the transfer nxp. Then 
& s 0 t = identity, 
and therefore H,,(A,Q)=O. Hence rk( H,,(A))=O. 
Consider the spectral sequence of the fibration F + A over Gr2(Q= “+I) of 
Lemma 2.5. We have 
I z, ifq=3, 
ifq=2, 
ifq=l, 
CZ, ifq=O, 
M. Katz 
while H,(Gr,(C “+I)) = 0 unless p is even. Let p + 4 = 2a. By Leray’s theorem (see 
[2, p. 133]), Ep4 -  HP(Grz(Cn+‘), H,(F)) = 0 unless 4 = 0. Hence H,,(A) c E$“*‘, 
and the lemma follows from the torsion freeness of H,(Gr#“+‘)). •J 
Together with Proposition 4.2 of the next section, this proves Theorem 0.1. 
To lift the rational fundamental class of P” to B, we consider in more detail 
the sgere Gr?(C w+s )_ The generators of ,ri,,_,(Gr,(C”*‘:) arc represented by =--I 
Schubert - - vaneties M,, h-f2 9 - . . 3 with symbols (1, n+l), 
(2, n), * l - * 
Pmbf. The cycle is the family of all projective lines passing through a fixed 
point m f CP”. There is 3 unique P’ passing through m and any other point of 
that PI maps &( 
) c Gr&C”+‘) for i 2 2, hence 
f. We have rank H”,_,(Gr,(C”“)) = I+ rank H,,_,(Gr,(C”+‘)). Namely, the 
3 i a 2, can be put into 1-l correspondence with the generators of &,-6, by 
lowering both integers of the Schubert symbol by 1. 
Note that the differential d$“-‘*’ for the fibration SO(3) -* S(C I”‘-‘) C~I’CE clr&” j 
is injective. This is immediate from Lemma 3.1 with n = n - 1. Furthermore, the 
differential din-“*’ for the fibration SO(3) + S&P”) over Gr&C “+‘) is injective when 
restricted to the span of the Mi, i 2 2 in H,,_,(Gr,(C “+I)). This follows by the 
inclusion of the spectral sequences for S(CP”-‘) and for S(CP”) together with the 
fact that Mi c Gr,(C”) for i 3 2. Therefore, the kernel of the differential dz”-**’ for 
the fibration SO(3) + i over Gr2(C”+‘), must have nonzero MI-component. The 
same can be said of @-‘q” for F + A due to the map of spectral sequences induced 
by the covering A -) A. 
Since we are using rational coefficients, some cycle z = Ml +Ci~2 CiMi can be 
lifted from Gr2(C )?+I) to A, and hence by Lemma 4.1, the rational fundamental class 
[CP”] lifts to l3. 0 
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Let n = 2. In view of Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show that the homomorphism 
H4( B) + H&P*) is onto. The space 6r2(C3) is homeomorphic to CP*. H2(Gr2(C3)) 
is generated by Schubert variety A& homeomorphic to @PI, which is the family of 
projective lines passing through a fixed point m E CP*. As before, p’g’(M,) projects 
to CP* with degree *l. We must show that there is a 4-cycle /3 c B such that ?r@) 
is homologous to p’T’( M,). Again, it suffices to lift MI c Gr2(C3) to A. 
Let A0 = 6’( M,). The E2 term of the spectral sequence of the fibration F-, A0 
over M, has the form 
F 
0 1 2 
The fundamental class [M,] lifts to A0 if and only if dt” = 0, or equivalently 
H,( A,) # 0 (as I&( A,) = coker d$*‘). But this is immediate from the sandwich 
theorem: 
FcAocA, whileH,(F)=H,(A)=Z3 
by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5. Theorem 0.2 is proved. 
6. The estimate for Fill Ra 
Let n = 3. Recall that MI c Gr2(C4) is the family of all projective lines through a 
fixed point m E C P3. Define Aoc A by A0 = ?r-‘(A#, 1% and let A, c A’ = S(C P3) be 
the 12-fold cover of Ao. projecting ch vector in ia’, to its basepoint, we get a 
“sheaf” over @P3. To obtain a fib n, we blow up the point m E C P3, so that 
S’ + A0 over P # E Here P = @ P3, p = C P’ with reversed orientation. We also have 
the fibration S’ + S5 over Cut(m), where S5 is the total space of the Hopf fibration 
and Cut(m) c P is the cut locus of m E CP3. Note that Cut(m) is homeomorphic 
to CP2. 
In addition, we have the fibration S’ + S’ over rii, where S5 is the unit tangent 
sphere at m E @ P3, and 6 c P is the blow-up of m, homeomorphic to C P*. 
Since S5 has no homology in dimension 3, the MerentiaI dy for both of these 
fibrations is an isomorphism. 
The inclusions of these fibrations in S’ + A0 over P # P give rise to maps of 
spectral sequences which force the differential 
d?‘: H,(P# P)+ 
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to be an isomorphism Iris0 :H@Z+Z@Z. Therefore, H&&) = H,(&) =0, and it 
follows that in the spectral sequence of SO(3) + A, over M, , the differential &‘: Z + 
& is onto, while dy is an isomorphism. Thus dt”( 2[ M,]) = f 1 E Z = 
Ho( M, , HJSO(3))). The group H4(Grz(C4)) = 20 B is generated by M, and M2. 
Here Mz is the Schubert variety with symbol (2,3). Thus M2 can be thought of as 
the family of all projective lines in a hyperplane Q=P* c @I? Hence 7?( M2) = 
S(CP2). 
The Gysin sequence 
HO(C P2) a H4(CP2)+ H’(S(CP*))+O 
+ H4( S(C P2)) + 0 
gives H3( S(C P*)) = H4(2(C P*)) = 3. It follows that in the spectral sequence of 
SO(3) + S(C P*) over Mz, the differential d$‘: h + Z2 is onto, and d2’(2[ M2]) = .t3 E 
= Ho(M2, HJSO(3))). Therefore, in the full spectral sequence of SO(3) + A over 
Gr2(C4), we have *d2’(3 l 2[ M,] * 2[ M2]) = *(6 -6) = C for the appropriate choice 
of sign. 
Thus, the point (6, *2) in the (Ml, M2)-plane H4(Gr2(c4)), is in the kernel of .d:‘. 
The map of spectral sequences induced by the covering .& A shows that the 
same conclusion holds for A. Now integrality of the coefficients implies that the 
MI-coordinate of a 4-class in Gr2(C4) which lifts to A is divisible by 3. 
Consider again the diagram of projections of Section 3. Let o = pf( 0’) be the 
pullback to B of the volume form o3 on C P3. Let j g denote the 4-form on Gr2(C4) 
obtained by integrating w along the fibers Q= P’ of p2. 
Lemma 6.l. Let z c Gr,(C”) be Q 4-@e. gz 19~ to A, then (z, j o) = 0 (mod 3). 
Proof. By Fubini’s theorem, 
= @Ai%‘(M 03) 
= ([cY3], 0’) (by Lemma 4.1(a)) 
= 1. 
On the other hand, ‘\ .5&, j o) = 0 by Lemma 4.1(b). Thus the number (z, j 0) is 
exactly the MI-coordinate of z in H4(Gr2(C4)). The lemma is proved. Cl 
Now let z c A, and consider pi’(z) c B. Since H,(A) = 0 by Lemma 3.1, we have 
H6( B) = H4(A, H2(@ P’)). The definition of the filtration of the Serre spectral 
sequence implies that if ar represents a class in H,(A), then p;‘(a) represents the 
corresponding class in W). 
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To prove that i([CP3]) f 0, where i: &(@P3)+ He(X), it suffices to show that 
[CP3] cannot be lifted to B (cf. Section 3). 
Now suppose [@P3] lifts to p in B. Then 
1 = wp31, 03) = (8, PS3)) = (=@A p_T(W3N 
= ( V( pg’( cu)), o) (by commutativity of the diagram) 
=(p’;‘(~(cu)),a)=(?r(cu),~a)=O(mod3) 
by Lemma 6.1, which is a contradiction. This proves the lower bound of 
Proposition 0.3. 
Definition 6.2. A subset of the circle is called taut if it is contained in no semicircle. 
Lemma 6.3. Let T + S3 over CP’ be the Hopf jibration. There exists a closed subset 
Y c S3 such that diam( Y A T) < $ length( T) and Y A T is taut in T, for everyjber T, 
Proof. Let Y n TNp be the three vertices of an equilateral triangle inscribed in the 
fiber TN+ S3 over the North pole of 6: P’. Then diam( Y n TNp) = 3 length( T). Let 
Y n Tsp be the five vertices of a regular pentagon inscribed in the fiber Tsli over the 
South pole. Then diam( Y n Tsp) = $ length( T). 
Every longitude y : [0, rr] + 43 P’ gives rise to an identification via parallel transport 
of TNp and Tsp. The bundle restricted to y has the form T x y, with a chosen triangle 
in T x {!I} and pentagon in T x 1%). 
We let each vertex of the triangle go to the nearest point of the pentagon as it 
travels along ‘y. If there are two nearest points, the vertex splits into two, and goes 
to both points. The union of all the trajectories is the desired set Y Cl 
Lemma 6.4. Let T + S5 over CP’ be the Hopf fibration. There exists a closed subset 
Y c S5 such that diam( Y n T) G $ length( T), and Y n T is taut in Tfor each T. 
Papof* Choose m E d= P*, and let VS of CP’ be the cut locus of m. Choose Y c S3 
over $: P’ by Lemma 6.3, so that diam( Y n T) < $ length( T) for each T c S3. Choose 
a regular 7-gon in T over m E @P*, and carry out a similar construction for each y 
joining m with Q= P’. Cl 
Proof of the uppelr bound of Proposition 0.3. The number cy3 is the diameter of the 
8-point subset of CP’ consisting of the vertices of the right pyramid on a regular 
7-gon, such that the spherical distance from the vertex of the pyramid to each vertex 
of the base equals the spherical distance between a pair of farthest vertices of the 
7-gon. 
Let S(a,) c @ P3 be the distance sphere of radius a3. Choose YE S(a,) as in 
Lemma 6.4. Then Y c C P3 satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition A1 (see below) 
with 2r = cy3 (cf. [7, Proposition 31). This completes the roof f Prop-iti_Jn 2. 3* 0 
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ix A. Riemaanian manifolds as mapping cones and an upper bound for the 
dius 
Let V be a closed connected Riemannian manifold. Let p E and let @= V 
denote the cut locus of p. For q E Q, let T( p, q) c V denote the union of all minimizing 
geodesics from p to q. 
(ii) dist(x, Y(q)) =z 2rforallx E T( p, q). 
T&en Fill Rad VS r. 
)= Yn T(~,q). Let 
rent behavior of 
* we have T( 
ilateral triangle containing p, 
Pm9 we have T( p, q) = C P’. We could 
ning p. However, there is an 
resented by the circle of directions at p modulo 
oice of a skgle 4-tuple for each q and obtain a closed set 
n has no section. 
era1 discontinuous, we will 
define a continuous family in L” indexed by the cut locus Q and show that the 
union of the correspon S cones (cf. 
Definitioal A function f~ L”( V) is calied 
Remark AZ. Lemma 1.1 works with the 
reduced f satisfying f( y ) = r for all y E Y 
Section 1) provides a suitable filling. 
reduced if f(x) = 1 f-d,11 for all XE V. 
function dist(x, Y) + r replaced by any 
Let d = dist in K We define f( q, t) E L”O for q E Q and t 2 i) by 
Y(s)) 
> 
+ r. 
Since WC V is closed, we have by continuity that WE > 0 36 > 0: if d( q, s) s 6, then 
diam( Y(q) u Y(s)) s 2( r+ E). We will show that this implies Fill Rad Vs r+ E. 
Since this is true for all E > 0, the conclusion of Proposition Al holds. Thus we may 
replace condition (i) of Prbposition Al by the following condition: 
(i’) 3S>OVq, SE Q: if d(q, s&6, then diam( Y(q)u Y(s))< r. 
Lemma A3. Assume (i’). If d is suficiently small, then f (q, t) is reduced. 
?roof. .A function f c L"( V) is reduced if and only if it satisfies the following two 
conditions for all x1, x2 E V 
(a) J-(x,) -f (xz) s ax* 3 x2), 
w f(xl)+f(x,)>,dlx,,xz)- 
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Since f( q, t) is an infimum of Lipschitz functions (in X) with Lipschitz constant 1, 
condition (a) is satisfied. Let us verify (b). 
Given points x1, x2 E V, there are points qi E Q and yi E Y( qi), i = 1,2 such that 
f(S, t)(,,=' t dtq, 4i)+d(xi9 Vi)+ r. 
Thus 
f(4,O(~ii) +ftq, tb2) 
=%cQq, q,)+dtq, q2))+d(xl,y,)+d(xz,y2)+2r t 
(by the triangle inequality) 
Let tsS/diam K If d(ql,q2)>6, then f(q, t)(x&+-f(q, t)(x,)>diam Va 
d (x, , x2). Thus we may assume d (ql, q2) s S and then d ( yt , y2) s 2r by (i’). In this 
case, 
f(4, wd+f(s NX2) 
~d(x,,y,)+d(x,,y2)+2r 
~d(x,,Y2)-d(Yl,Yz)+d(x,,Y2)+2r 
~d(x,,y,)+d(x,,yt)~d(x,,x,). 
This proves (b) and Lemma A3. •i 
Set fg = f(qs S/diam V). 
Let QO be the topoIogica1 space underlying the cut locus Q c V A point q E Q 
corresponds to the point fq E Qo. 
Let K be the partial join of V and QO, where x E V and f4 E QO are 
joined by an interval if and oniy if x E T( p, q). 
Ry Lemma l-1, Lemma A3, and Remark A2, the imbedding V+ o,V extends to 
a map pi: + o,.V ‘Together -with Lemma A6 below, this pr~ej Proposition Al. 
Lemma A6. K is contractible. 
roof. Every closed Riemannian manifold V” is homeomorphic to the mapping 
cone of the map exp: S”-’ + Q, where c V is the cut locus of a fixed point p E V 
Here S”-’ is viewed as the cut locus in the tangent space at p, and exp is the 
restriction of the exponential ma 
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This description of V leads one to an alternative description of K as the mapping 
cylinder of the map g : ( V, p) + (CQO, G) of pt3inted spaces. Here CQO is the cone 
on QO, and g(Q) = Q,-,. The mapping cylinder is taken in the category of pointed 
spaces, so that the interval from p E V to * E CQO is collapsed to a point. k mapping 
cylinder is homotopic to its nge CQO, and the cone CQO is contractible. Thus K 
is contractible. We describe the homotopy explicitly. 
Let 9 E Q. Let y c T( up, 9) be a geodesic joining p and 9, parametrized by [0, 11 
so that y(O) =p, y( 1) = 9. The part of K over y is a triangle with base pq and 
opposite vertex Sg. We must carry out the retraction without allowing q to “slip OR” 
the side 9fV since we cannot choose a geodesic in T( p, 9) to follow back from q 
to p without creating discontinuities. We project to the side pfq. 
Choose a parametrization (p of the triangle by the square 0~ x s 1, 0~ t s 1 so 
that cp(x, t) is mapped to US(d,,,,, fq, 3rf) under the imbedding in L”. 
We write down a deformation h,(x) of the interval [0, l] on the x-axis (which 
parametrized p9) to 10, l] on the t-axis (which parametrized pf,) by setting (see 
Fig. I) . 
1 / \ 
t /\ 
/ 
\ /\ o\ 
0 1 
X 
Fig. 1. 
Note that h,( 1) = fq for s 2 i. 
The homotopy h,(x) traces out the entire (x, t) square. We define the retraction 
W of K as follows: wait until h, comes along, then go with it. In symbols, 
dx, 0, 
H(x, t, s) = 
ifs++ 
t-x 
2 max( x, t) ’ 
I h(max(x, t), s), otherwise. 
men W t , 1) = CQO, Lemma A6 is proved. c1 
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